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APPENDIX B.
General Specifications for the Testing of Hydraulic Cements, adopted by a Board of U. S. Engineer Officers in 1901, and used by the Engineer Department of the U. S. Army.*
TESTS  TO  BE   MADE,
For selecting Portland and Puzzolan cement from among the brands offered, the Board recommends that the following tests be made:
r.    Pqr fineness of grinding.
2.    For specific gravity.
3.    For soundness, or constancy of volume In j
4.    For time of setting.
5.    For tensile strength.
For Natural cement we recomniMid the omission of the specific gravity and soundness tests.
On the works the Board recommends simple tests when the more elaborate tests can not: well be made.
In determining the minimum requirements for cements given in the subjoined specifications we recognize that many cements that attain only fair strength neat and with sand in a short time and show marked gains of strength on further time will fulfill the requirements of the service, and that unusually high tensile strength attained in a few days after gauging is often coupled with, a small or negative increase in strength in further short intervals. Unusually high tests in a short time after gauging should be regarded with suspicion, although some well known brands of American cements show great strength in short time tests and, so far as observed, are reliable* in air and fresh water. Cement offered under such known brands should show their characteristic strength and other qualities or be* suspected as spurious or adulterated, if not rejected, even though the minimum requirements of the specifications are met. The practice of offering a bonus or free gift of money in addition to the contract price for cement testing above1 a fixed high point should be prohibited as unnecessary, for cements so obtained are likelv to be unsound in a manner not easily detected in the time usually* available in testing.
It is believed that most of the very high testing Portland cements have* lime in excess, the effect of which is temporarily
*Tli»-mrm'»cr«. <»f this Hoard w«re Major \Vm. I.. Marshal), Maior Smith 5. Leach, and Captain Sj>rnrrr C*rosl>j

